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Abstract 
Smolinska Garbulowska, K. 2021. Elucidation of complex diseases by machine learning. 
Digital Comprehensive Summaries of Uppsala Dissertations from the Faculty of Science and 
Technology 2096. 64 pp. Uppsala: Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. ISBN 978-91-513-1347-4. 

Uncovering the interpretability of models for complex health-related problems is a crucial task 
that is often neglected in machine learning (ML). The amount of available data makes the 
problem even more complicated. The focal point of my research was building and applying 
specialized tools that identify relevant descriptors (features and their values). These tools cover 
a spectrum of methods that originate in ML, statistics and network visualization. 

In the first part of the thesis, we predicted regulatory elements with potential regulatory 
impact on gene expression by incorporating several annotations tracks. Then, we created the 
funMotifs framework that enables the identification and analysis of functional transcription 
factor (TF) motifs in a tissue-specific manner (Paper I). The TF motifs were described by 
different chromatin signals from various genomics platforms. Afterwards, the data were merged 
into a functional score of the motif using logistic regression. 

Subsequently, funMotifs was used to characterize a map of regulatory mutations and 
regulatory elements in 37 cancer types from 2,515 samples (Paper II). We were able to identify 
5,749 mutated regulatory elements containing 11,962 regulatory mutations. Additionally, we 
identified several dysregulated cancer-associated genes nearby the mutated elements. Finally, 
enrichment of cancer-related pathways was observed for the genes linked with the mutated 
elements. 

In the second part, we focused on interpretable ML modeling with rule-based classifiers. 
A rule-based model (RBM) consists of a set of IF-THEN rules, which are legible and allow 
to determine combinations of descriptors. To analyze RBMs, we created the R.ROSETTA R 
package that is a wrapper of ROSETTA (Paper III). As a result R.ROSETTA gained several 
additional functionalities that simplify validation and interpretation of RBMs. 

Visual inspection of RBMs is an essential step towards the identification of interesting 
descriptors of a classifier. In order to support the analysis of complex RBMs, we created the 
VisuNet R tool for rule network (RN) visualization (Paper IV). These networks are constructed 
from IF-THEN rules that constitute RBM; nodes are descriptors in rules, and an edge connects 
two nodes if the corresponding descriptors occur in the same rule. By creating RN for RBM, 
we are able to use network concepts to analyze complex health-related processes. We applied 
VisuNet on various datasets to illustrate the properties of the tool. 

In our studies, we showed the importance of identification of relevant descriptors for 
biological problems. Moreover, our methods may contribute to a better understanding of 
complex diseases. 
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Introduction 

The fast development of big data acquisition methods creates novel 

possibilities in exploring and understanding complex health-related processes. 

Proper data analytics is crucial to explaining such processes. It is performed 

by identifying and analyzing combinations of features and their values, 

together called descriptors, that are most informative for the biological 

outcomes. The vital aspect of data exploration is the choice of an adequate 

computational approach. Modern solutions can process various large-scale 

measurements. Machine learning (ML) is one of such approaches that may 

help discover novel patterns in the data and uncover predictive abilities of a 

model. 

The thesis consists of two main goals: (1) building computational tools that 

support analyses of multi-omics datasets, and (2) applying them to detect 

biomedically relevant descriptors. Further, a method of multi-omics data 

integration is introduced in Paper I. Various types of data are used to 

determine regulatory regions in Papers I and II and to build classifiers in 

Papers III and IV. 

In the following sections, basic biological concepts and processes 

associated with the human genome are presented. Next, an overview of 

experimental techniques that quantify these processes and genome-associated 

elements is provided. The bioinformatics section describes statistical, ML and 

original visualization methods that we implemented. In addition, this section 

shows a general workflow for the model construction and interpretation based 

on omics data sets. The thesis ends with a summary of Papers included in this 

thesis. 

The human genome 

Genetic information in human cells is coded as a double-stranded helix of 

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Each of the DNA strands is a polymer chain 

that is made of a sequence of nucleotides. In DNA we can distinguish four 

bases: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T) that together 

with a deoxyribose sugar and a phosphate group create nucleotides. 

Complementary nucleotides on the opposite strands are held together with the 

hydrogen bonds (Figure 1). One copy of the human genome sequence consists 

of 3.2 billion base pairs (bp) and in a human cell there are two copies (one 
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maternal and one paternal) distributed over 2x23, i.e., 46 chromosomes. Each 

chromosome is made of chromatin, a long thread of DNA wrapped around 

proteins known as histones. The chromatin is highly condensed to fit into the 

nucleus1. Moreover, various modifications, such as methylation and 

acetylation, locally affect the chromatin structure and make the DNA 

accessible to transcription factors (TFs) that regulate gene expression2. 

 

Figure 1. The structure of DNA (Wikimedia Commons). 

Protein coding genes 

The DNA carries instructions needed for producing proteins in the cells and 

those instructions are encoded in specific regions of DNA called genes. 

Thanks to the development of whole genome sequencing (WGS) methods, it 

has been shown that no more than 1.5% of the human genome is responsible 

for coding proteins3. The remaining regions are non-coding sequences. 

Protein-coding regions consist of information required to express 20,225 

protein-coding genes4. 

The gene body is not a continuous segment in the DNA sequence. Instead, 

it contains alternating blocks of exons and introns. Exons are transcribed into 

ribonucleic acid (RNA), which carries information about the protein sequence, 
and later may encode a part of a protein. In addition, introns are transcribed 

but do not encode a protein sequence and are removed from the RNA sequence 

by splicing. The number of exons across genes is between 1 and 364. The 

highest number of exons is observed for the TTN gene5 that encodes the largest 

protein in the human body6. 

It is estimated that the human body contains more than 1013 cells, which 

are divided into subtypes based on their specialization7. Each of the cells has 

its own copy of the DNA. Some of the genes, known as housekeeping genes, 

are expressed in all cell types to maintain essential cell functions. In contrast, 

tissue-specific genes are expressed depending upon the cell type8,9. 
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Non-coding sequences and transcription factors 

Until the era of WGS methods, the importance of non-coding genomic regions 

in the regulation of gene expression was not fully appreciated. However, many 

complex diseases, such as cancer, cannot be fully explained without focusing 

on the non-coding DNA regions10,11 that cover most of the human genome. In 

general, about 5% of the human genome has a coding or regulatory function 

and is conserved, and about 3.5% lies outside protein-coding regions12. Other 

regions may be functional without being conserved and based on studies of 

DNaseI hypersensitive sites in many tissues 6-21% of the genome was 

suggested to be functional13. Futures studies will give even better definition of 

these regions and the final regulatory fraction of the genome could be in the 

range of 10-15%. 

Within these non-coding regions, regulatory elements control gene 

expression. We can identify different types of regulatory elements, such as 

promoters, enhancers, insulators and silencers14. The promoter is a region 

presented upstream of the transcription start site (TSS) of the gene and 

indicated a first transcribed nucleotide of the gene. The characteristic 

sequence of the promoter, known as a motif, is recognized by a complex of 

RNA Polymerase II and other TFs, which bind to the promoter and initiate 

transcription15. Further, enhancers are located at a distance to TSS of the 

regulated gene. As is the case of promoters, enhancers have a positive effect 

on transcription. In contrast, silencers act as transcription repressors and 

insulators block the regulation signal from the distance regulatory elements, 

mainly enhancers14. To prevent gene regulation by the enhancer, the insulator 

needs to be positioned between the enhancer and promoter of the gene16. In 

contrast to promoters and insulators, the orientation of enhancers and silencers 

to target genes is irrelevant17. 

As stated above, proteins are crucial for the functionality of all cells. The 

nucleotide sequence of genes is translated into a protein sequence using 

triplets of nucleotides identified as codons. Codons encode amino acids, which 

then form a protein. Proteins are formed from a combination of 20 amino acids 

coded by 64 codons. Consequently, some of the amino acids are encoded by 
more than one codon1. Among the many types of proteins, TFs are essential 

for transcription control. TFs are proteins that bind to specific sequences 

within regulatory elements, called transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) 

that regulate transcription. 

Over 1,600 human TFs have been identified. Among the TF families, we can 

distinguish: a helix-turn-helix, C2H2 zinc finger, basic helix-loop-helix, basic 

leucine zipper, and nuclear hormone receptor binding domain18. The TFs are 

grouped into structural families on the basis of their DNA-binding domains, 

which are essential to creating a connection with the DNA sequence. So far, 

about 100 DNA-binding domains are known. The TF family members share 

not only the DNA-binding domain but also specific mechanisms of 

recognition and binding to TFBSs19. Sequences of TFBSs are relatively short, 
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typically between 6 and 12 bp. Consequently, TFBSs of the same TF can occur 

many times within the genome19. However, levels of binding affinity of 

potential sites vary considerably20. Moreover, TFs bind to DNA independently 

or in pairs with other TFs. Homo- or heterodimers created by TFs interact with 

TFBSs, which are not specific to the individual TF. The creation of dimers 

enables to employ of even low-affinity sites21. Another important property of 

TFs is their tissue- and cell type-specificity. Comparative studies of gene 

expression show that about 30% of TFs can affect genes in a tissue- and cell 

type-specific manner associated with their characteristic functions17. For 

instance, the GATA4 TF, which is responsible for gene regulation of cardiac 

development and hypertrophy, is highly expressed only in the cardiac 

muscle13,22. 

The TFBSs are commonly represented using Position Weight Matrices 

(PWMs) or Position Frequency Matrices (PFMs), which show the 

contribution of each nucleotide across all positions within the binding 

sequence. In general, TFBSs models are created using a set of experimentally 

obtained sequences interacting with the TF of intrest19,23. The most popular 

databases of TFBS models are JASPAR24, TRANSFAC25 and 

HOCOMOCO26. The JASPAR version 2020 database stores 746 PWMs of 

vertebrate TFs24. 

Despite the fact that TFs play a crucial role in transcription regulation, the 

transcription machinery requires cofactors to activate TFs optimally. 

Cofactors are large, multiunit complexes of proteins that influence the 

chromatin structure to enable or prevent the TF from binding their TFBSs27. 

Moreover, cofactors are required to activate RNA Polymerase II28. 

The overview of genetic changes in DNA 

Mutations are genetic changes of one or more nucleotides in the sequence of 

DNA. The formation of mutations is not an unusual event. However, cells 

develop highly specialized repairing mechanisms that can recognize and fix 

most of them. The consequences of the remaining mutations may be either 

neutral or harmful for cells29. Thus, an accumulation of mutations is important 

in the short-term for the cell and in the long-term from the evolutionary point 

of view. 

Mutation types 

The type of mutation in which one nucleotide replaces another is known as a 

substitution. The substitution involves only one pair of nucleotides. However, 

the consequences of this mutation type may significantly vary depending on 

the nucleotide context of the mutation. A neutral mutation is one in which the 

amino acid substitution does not change the protein function. Yet another type, 

a silent mutation, is one that does not change an amino acid and thus, i.e., the 

newly created codon still codes the same amino acid. In comparison, a 

nonsense mutation introduces a stop codon to the protein sequence earlier than 
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expected, which results in a nonfunctional or partially functional protein. Yet 

another mutation is one that replaces a codon with a new one. This is known 

as a missense mutation and has the most impact of the types mentioned here. 

As a consequence of a missense mutation, the synthesized protein may have 

completely different properties than the native one or be non-functional30. 

Another mutation type are the indels. These are mutations that have an 

impact on the length of a DNA sequence and can be an insertion or a deletion. 

The first type of indel is associated with the imputation of base pairs into the 

sequence, while the other type removes a part of the nucleotide sequence. 

Accordingly, even a one base pair indel interferes with the read-out of a 

mutated sequence, leading to codons that are altered and wrongly translated 

into the protein. Deletions or duplications of DNA fragments longer than 1 kb 

create copy number variations (CNVs). CNVs are present in many diseases, 

for instance, cancer31-33. 

Finally, also the positions of mutations in the genome determine their 

effects. Coding mutations within the gene body impact the replication product, 

either a protein or an RNA. At the same time, non-coding mutations may 

change the activity of genes controlled by the regulatory regions9. Mutations 

may also alter the signal of intron splicing, which is typically detrimental to 

gene function34. 

Heredity of mutations 

Mutations can only be inherited if they occur in germ cells of the parents. Such 

germline mutations can be distributed into all cells of the newly developed 

organism if they occur before the fertilization. In contrast, somatic mutations 

are those that occur in any cell type except germ cells. Cells accumulate 

somatic mutations during their lifetime. Due to this property, scientists are 

able to examine somatic mutations that can be used to follow age-related 

processes and diseases35,36. 

Mutation sources 

The development of any kind of mutation may have two primary sources: 

exogenous and endogenous. The first type is associated with environmental 

factors, mainly exposure to chemicals (e.g., tobacco smoking) or radiation, 

such as ultraviolet (UV) radiation or X-rays. In comparison, endogenous 

factors originate in ineffective reparation of mutations or mistakes made 

during DNA replication. Until recently, the process of creating mutations was 

almost exclusively linked with DNA replication and it was estimated that 

every cell cycle accumulated around 0.20 × 10−8 to 1.0 × 10−9 mutations per 

base pair30. However, Abascal et al.37 showed that only a few mutations are 

generated during replication. The majority of mutational events are a 

consequence of endogenous processes that happen without cell division. 
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Complex diseases and omics technologies 

A combination of genetic, environmental, and lifestyle factors may lead to the 

development of multiple complex diseases. Environmental factors, such as 

diet or physical activity, play an essential role in the progression of diseases38. 

Moreover, complex diseases can be heritable or inheritable. In my thesis I 

focused on three complex diseases: cancer, autism, and type 2 diabetes (T2D). 

Cancer 

Cancer is a major cause of premature deaths in 57 countries39. Estimates 

provided by the International Agency for Research on Cancer revealed about 

19.3 million new cancer cases and 10 million cancer-related deaths in 202040. 

Thus, processes that lead to cancer need to be investigated. Healthy cells can 

divide only a low and limited number of times, usually between 40 to 60 

cycles. This limitation prevents the accumulation of mutations in the cells30. 

In cancer cells, this limiting mechanism is disturbed by mutations. The altered 

gene expression results in an unlimited division of cells that then perpetrate 

the mutations throughout their populations. 

Most cell types in almost any tissue can be transformed into cancer cells. 

A transition of normal cells into cancer cells is named carcinogenesis. It is a 

complex, multistep process, and is triggered by multiple, mostly lifestyle and 

environmental factors, i.e., tobacco smoking (25-40% of human cancer death), 

diet (10-70%), UV light exposure (25%) and others41. One category of these 

factors are the chemical carcinogens that interfere with the DNA structure 

(genotoxic) or change the gene expression without influencing the DNA 

sequence (epigenetic)41. 

Only 5-10% of the cancer cases are inherited41. Thus, defining a somatic 

mutation landscape in cancer is crucial to understanding the nature of cancer. 

The cancer problem is its heterogeneity that causes difficulties in discerning a 

single universal pattern of common mutations for all cancer types. 

Nevertheless, specific combinations of somatic mutations were linked with 

mutational processes characteristic for a group of cancer types using 96 

mutational signatures defined by Aleksandrov et al.42 For example, a single 

base pair signature 4 (SBS4), represented as frequent C>A mutations, is 

associated with tobacco smoking and is overrepresented in smoking-related 

cancers, such as lung, head, liver, or kidney (Figure 2)42,43. 
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Figure 2. The SBS4 mutational signature profile was obtained for the GRCh37 
genome version using the COSMIC data. The profile was visualized using the 
MutationalPatterns R package44. 

Until recently, the study of mutations related to cancer focused on the protein-

coding regions since experiments were limited to the exome. Therefore, the 

development of WGS methods enables link the non-coding mutations with 

cancer. The importance of non-coding mutations in cancer can be exemplified 

by a frequent C>T mutation in the promoter of the well-known cancer-

associated TERT gene. These mutations occur in two specific positions within 

the TERT promoter and consequently create a new ETS TFBS. It has been 

shown that this process occurs in about 50 cancer types45-47. Many projects 

have extensively studied non-coding mutations like examples described in the 

TERT promoter and their links with gene expression. These include the Pan-

Cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes (PCAWG) consortium, the Genotype-

Tissue Expression (GTEx), and Catalogue Of Somatic Mutations 
(COSMIC)48-50. The COSMIC database is the largest source of information 

about somatic mutations in cancer and stores 38,343,693 coding mutations 

and 15,916,617 non-coding mutations (COSMIC v94)49. 

Finally, another critical aspect of cancer is dysregulation of the genes 

affected by mutations. Oncogenes are hyperactive and increase proliferation. 

Such genes are promoted by gain-of-function mutations that act on proto-

oncogenes. Another type of cancer-associated gene is a tumor suppressor that 

reduces proliferation. In this case, the loss-of-function mutations play a 

significant role in the activation of tumor suppressor genes. The activation 

requirement for those genes is the presence of mutations on both alleles of the 

gene51. 
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Autism 

Autism is one of the subtypes of autism spectrum disorder. This disease affects 

communication and behavior. In general, the autism diagnosis is based on the 

observation of the patient. The patient with autism has to manifest some of the 

symptoms defined by a guide provided by the American Psychiatric 

Association. However, the autism spectrum covers a broad range of symptoms 

and each case is specific with varying levels of symptom severity. Autism is 

a developmental disorder and early symptoms of the disease can be identified 

in the first two years of a child's life52. Autism is more frequent among 

boys53,54, but it may also be that autism in girls is underdiagnosed, due to a 

different manifestation of symptoms. While environmental factors 

surrounding autism may be identified using a questionnaire, the genetic causes 

of autism are harder to discern. The greatest difficulty may be the source of 

sample needed to be used for genotyping. As we can assume in this case, the 

best research object is brain tissue, which is typically only available post 
mortem. However, it is known that in autism and other psychiatric disorder, 

the barrier between brain and blood is broken, and blood samples could be a 

reasonable replacement for brain tissue55. Indeed transcriptomics studies 

confirm similarities between gene expression profiles of brain and blood for 

children with autism56. The source of autism-associated genes is the Simons 

Foundation Autism Research Initiative (SFARI) Gene database, which is a 

curated database that stores information of about 1,231 experimentally 

confirmed human genes57. 

Type 2 diabetes 

T2D is a complex disease characterized by defects in pancreatic islets that 

produce insulin and by insulin resistance in liver, muscle, and fat. As insulin 

is responsible for blood sugar regulation, long-term exposition to a higher 

sugar level in the blood causes dysfunction of multiple body organs, such as 

the heart, liver, kidney, etc58. According to a report from 2015, diabetes causes 

1.5 million deaths59. Over 90% of all diabetes cases are classified as T2D60. It 

can develop over the human lifetime and the risk of gaining this disease is 

associated with genetic and environmental factors, for instance, age, obesity, 

or low level of physical activity58. The development of T2D can be prevented 

by early identification of individuals with prediabetes. 

Omics data and data quantification 

To understand any biological mechanism in the human body, we need to gain 

information. However, a single data type may show only limited aspects of 

the problem. Therefore, the concept of measuring different properties of 

molecules from the same biological sample is valuable61. High-throughput 

assays that fulfill this requirement are called omics techniques. The list of 
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omics data types is long, although the most common are: genomics, 

transcriptomics, epigenomics, proteomics, and metabolomics. Genomics data 

describe the structure of the genome, e.g., positions of inherited genetic 

variants, mutations, or TFBSs. Transcriptomics measures the level of RNA, 

and epigenomics examines DNA modifications that do not alter the DNA 

sequence. Examples of epigenomics data are DNA methylation or histone 

acetylation62. Finally, proteomics focuses on proteins and metabolomics, and 

is oriented on small-molecule metabolites. Nowadays, many studies use a 

combination of omics data to explain associations within the complex diseases 

in the broader context; such approaches are identified as multi-omics studies. 

The real challenge is to integrate the omics data into a single model. 

An overview of experimental methods used in the thesis 

Whole-genome sequencing 

Next-generation sequencing methods enable determining a nucleotide 

combination of DNA so that it can be analyzed for the presence of mutations. 

The sequence can be uncovered using whole-exome sequencing or WGS. 

Briefly, a DNA sequence obtained from the studied object is partitioned into 

fragments that are sequenced with a predefined average depth. The sequencing 

depth describes how many times DNA fragments were sequenced. To 

recognize mutations within the genome, the obtained fragments are mapped 

to a reference sequence. A reference sequence could be a sequenced sample 

retrieved from the healthy tissue of the same patient. The base pair differences 

between the reference and analyzed genome are considered as mutations63. 

ChIP-seq 

The technique of chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing 

(ChIP-seq) is used to identify interactions between DNA and proteins, and 

consequently to determine the regulatory impact of TFs or histone 

modifications on transcription. This approach is helpful to determine the 

genome-wide landscape of binding sites for a specific TF and identify changes 

in the transcription under various conditions, e.g., the presence of mutation 

within TFBS. The critical point of an effective ChIP-seq experiment is 

selection of high-quality antibodies for a studied protein. The antibody is 

further used to enrich a protein and the DNA it interacts with to recognize all 

positions of protein-DNA interaction in the human genome. Positions of 

TFBSs or histone modifications can be identified by mapping the sequenced 

fragments to the reference genome64. 

DNaseI-seq 

The presence of the regulatory regions in the genome is signaled by open 

chromatin regions, called DNaseI hypersensitive sites (DHSs), which are 

essential for TF binding. A DNaseI sequencing (DNaseI-seq) method 

recognizes regions within DNA accessible for binding by the DNase enzyme. 
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Thus, in a single DNaseI-seq experiment, it is possible to determine all DHSs 

in the sample genome65. 

Transcriptomics 

The transcriptomics methods measure the level of transcripts and identify 

transcribed regions of DNA. Transcriptomics data can be obtained using 

expression microarrays or RNA sequencing technologies. The core of the first 

method constitutes a specifically constructed expression microarray that 

contains thousands of probes, which are small fragments of genes. These 

probes are limited to known transcripts. In an oligonucleotide gene expression 

array, probes are represented as a set of pairs of oligonucleotides. In each pair, 

one oligonucleotide is a perfect match probe and the other is a mismatch one. 

The mismatch probe is used to measure nonspecific binding. The fragmented 

messenger RNA from the investigated sample is hybridized to probes on the 

microarray. The microarray is scanned and the level of transcripts is 

measured66,67. Transcriptomics data from microarrays were used in Papers III 
and IV to examine differences in gene expression levels between objects. 

The expression microarray approach is designed to measure a limited set 

of genes. In contrast, RNA sequencing aims to quantify transcripts in the 

whole genome. The procedure for the RNA-seq can be briefly described as 

follows: RNA of interest is partitioned into fragments, then reverse transcribed 

into complementary DNA and sequenced. Then the reads obtained from 

sequencing are mapped to the reference genome and counted to define a 

transcription level68. RNA-seq data was used in Paper II to investigate 

differences in expression levels between genes observed in the wild type and 

mutated samples. 

HiC 

As stated above, interactions between elements of the genome are not limited 

to linear co-occurrences between the gene and its promoter or enhancer. 

Within the genome, we can observe long-range interactions between 

regulatory elements that are visible in the three-dimensional nuclear space, for 
example, promoters and enhancers. The HiC methods investigate the linked 

fragments of the DNA using the sequencing method. The produced HiC reads 

are used to construct a contact matrix69. The contact matrix helps identify 

frequently interacting regions, known as topological associated domains, 

which are conserved across species70. 

Repli-seq 

The process of DNA replication is observed during the S phase of cell cycle. 

Replication timing (RT) defines the order of replication across genome 

regions. This information is vital in determining the regions where replication 

starts and ends. Such regions are called early- and late-replication domains, 

respectively. Different genetic factors play an essential role within those RT 
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domains, for instance, a characteristic combination of mutations or chromatin 

marks71. Alterations in some RT domains are conserved across various cancer 

types72. Repli-seq is a whole-genome method of counting regions replicated 

at different stages of replication. In the method, cells of interest are labeled 

and sorted using flow cytometry to separate them according to their S-phase 

stage. Then, the cells are purified and prepared for sequencing. The sequenced 

data are processed and fragments are classified into RT domain types71. 

CAGE 

The Cap Analysis of Gene Expression (CAGE) method aims at simultaneous 

identification of TFBSs positions and their expression levels. In the CAGE 

experiment, short fragments of 5’ end messenger RNAs are processed and 

sequenced to catch positions of TSSs. Consequently, sequenced data are used 

to create a map of promoters and other regulatory elements. It is possible to 

determine RNA expression level on the promoters by counting CAGE tags 

observed for gene promoters73,74. 

Mass spectrometry 

One of the methods of metabolite identification and quantification is mass 

spectrometry (MS). MS allows for an investigation of a few hundred 

metabolites at once. This method is highly sensitive and accurate. The MS 

workflow consists of the following steps. First, liquid chromatography (LC) 

separates the molecules based on their polarity. Next, an ionization method 

ions. Finally, the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of ions is estimated and then 

analyzed to predict molecules29,75. 

Non-targeted LC combined with MS (LC-MS) was used to obtain metabolite 

profiles of T2D and control samples for Paper IV. Non-targeted technologies 

allow investigating changes of all metabolites that are detectable in the sample. 

By using this method, the analysis is not limited to known metabolites. 

Bioinformatics 

Data representation 

Data acquisition is the beginning of any biological problem exploration 

(Figure 3). In computational studies the most basic representation of data is a 

table. Each row in the table represents an object or observation and columns 

denote features. In human studies, an object is often a patient or biological 

sample. Features describe properties of objects and can be expressed as 

continuous or discrete values. Any parameter that characterizes objects can be 

treated as a feature, e.g., expression of the particular gene, the color of the 

eyes, or the day of the diagnosis. When objects are labeled with a decision or 

outcome, usually represented in the last column, the table is called a decision 

table (DT)76. DTs are used in supervised machine learning. 
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Figure 3. The general workflow for generating and analyzing machine learning or 
statistical models that are introduced in the thesis. 

Data preparation 

In order to effectively utilize the data and consequently produce trustful 

results, we need to perform pre-processing steps of the input data. 

Data cleaning 

The first step is data cleaning, in particular removing or imputing incomplete 

feature values. The averaged signal from the remaining observations can be 

used to complete missing values. This method was used in Paper I to impute 

annotation values across tissues. Another step is filtration of features based on 

specific conditions. Filtration can be done to remove features with low counts 

or variance across objects. The rationale behind this removal is that such 

features may introduce noise to the data77. 

Data normalization 

Features representing the same data types may be expressed in different ranges 

or distributions. Data normalization removes undesirable variability across 

features77. In the case of gene expression levels obtained using microarray 

techniques, Robust Multichip Average (RMA) is one of the standard 

normalization methods of removing variability between arrays. It was used in 

Paper III to normalize gene expressions. However, the source of the data 

variability may have various decision-unrelated sources. For instance, these 
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may be differences in the laboratory equipment used to perform the 

experiment, or age and gender of patients. A consequence of using biased data 

is discerning objects based on the noise-introduced factor instead of the 

decision class. To deal with sources of bias, there are batch effect correction 

algorithms that identify and remove these effects78. In Paper IV we removed 

several sources of variation in metabolomics and autism-control datasets. 

Guidelines on how to properly arrange specific data types have been 

proposed79-81. However, the preparation steps cannot be automated and the 

steps need to be done under the supervision of the researcher in order to 

prevent removing decision-relevant information. 

General statistical concepts 

Hypothesis testing 

Multi-omics and large-scale data require computational tools to select the 

most interesting findings. The first statistical approach used here is hypothesis 

testing that verifies whether data are meaningful for the analyzed problem and 

are not affected by the noise. Hypothesis testing requires introducing a null 

hypothesis (H0) that models a background distribution and an alternative 

hypothesis (H1) that assumes the data values are sufficiently different from the 

background. During the testing step, a statistical test measures the level of 

variability between data sets and expresses it as probability value p. If the 

resulting p value is smaller than a threshold, H0 can be rejected and the test 

conclusion is that the results are significant. The threshold value controls the 

proportion of false positives (FP), namely objects incorrectly classified to the 

positive class, and is usually set to 0.05. 

Multiple testing 

Biological problems usually require running hundreds or even thousands of 

statistical tests. By chance, many of the results may be wrongly classified as 

significant. Multiple testing is introduced to prevent tests from generating an 

inflated number of FP. The most straightforward p value correction approach 

is the Bonferroni method. In this method, the p value is multiplied by the 

number of performed tests and the new corrected p value is compared to the 

predefined threshold. This is called the Bonferroni method and was used in 

Paper III to correct rule p values from rule-based models (RBMs). The 

generated models included a large number of rules that could lead to a high 

level of FP. 

Another popular method that accounts for FP is the False Discovery Rate 

(FDR) adjustment. FDR is a proportion of FP to all discovered positives and 

is expressed as: 

𝐹𝐷𝑅 = 𝐹𝑃/(𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑃), 
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where TP indicates objects correctly classified to the positive class. One of the 

p value adjustment methods that controls FDR is the Benjamini-Hochberg 

algorithm. Briefly, the p values are sorted and then ranking positions are 

assigned to the p values in ascending order. The obtained p values are adjusted 

using the formula: 

𝑝_𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑖 = (
𝑝𝑖

𝑁
) ∗ 𝐹𝐷𝑅, 

where pi is the p value of the i-th position in the ranking, N is the total number 

of the performed tests and FDR is a constant value selected by the user. 

Finally, significant results are selected based on the adjusted p values. The 

FDR adjustment method was applied in Paper II to account for the large 

number of tests performed to identify significantly mutated regulatory 

elements. 

Background distribution 

In complex biological data, the distribution need not be explained by a normal 

distribution, like, distribution of mutations in the regulatory elements 

introduced by the cooperation of various processes. As a result, there is a 

necessity to construct an empirical distribution. Empirical distributions are 

built from experimentally obtained observations. To test whether regulatory 

elements were significantly mutated in Paper II, we compared them with 

elements identified in 103 simulated sets. The simulation sets preserved a 

similar mutation rate and trinucleotide context to the original data (Figure 4). 

Another way to create the background distribution is a permutation technique 

that permutes object labels many times. For each permutation, the quality 

measurement of the model is computed. This permutation approach was used 

in Paper III to verify the significance of models. 

Figure 4. Distributions of p values obtained for regulatory elements in (a) observed 
and (b) simulated colon cancer samples from Paper II. (c) The distribution of p values 
generated from a uniform distribution. 
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In order to verify the correctness of selected background distribution, it is 

advisable to create a quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot. The Q-Q plot shows how 

similar the distribution of the observed data is to the background distribution 

by plotting their quantiles against each other (Figure 5). If the analyzed data 

came from the same distribution, points visible on the Q-Q plot lie close to the 

identity line. 

Another measurement controlling how well the data fit the background 

distribution is the genomic inflation factor (λ) with origins in Genome-Wide 

Association Studies (GWAS). The λ factor uses a χ2 test to compare the 

quantiles of distributions. The λ value that is close to 1 indicates no inflation 

of the observed distribution. 

 

Figure 5. A sample Q-Q plot. A value of the genomic inflation factor (λ) is reported 
on the plot. Blue points correspond to observed elements with p values < 0.05. 

Empirical p value 

An empirical p value is used for hypothesis testing based on an empirical 

distribution. The method was applied in Paper II. First, the background 

distribution is generated from simulated or permuted data. Second, the p value 

of the observation is estimated by comparing the number of elements from the 

background sets that achieved the same or better performances than the 

observation with the total number of the background elements. However, if 

the observation outperforms all background values, then the p value of 0 

cannot be reported. Instead, the p value is the inverse of the length of 

background values used to generate the background distribution. 

We used several statistical tests and Q-Q plots in Paper II to check the 

significance of functional regulatory elements in comparison to the simulated 

datasets. 
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Discretization 

Features in DT can be represented as continuous or discrete functions. A 

transformation of feature values into a discrete scale simplifies the data and 

makes them more legible. 

In many biological problems, the reasoning is performed with discrete 

values. For example, TF binds or does not bind or a gene is over- or under-

expressed or unchanged, and the exact numerical values are not meaningful. 

While discretization brings information loss, it better reflects human 

reasoning and may even contribute to better generalization properties of 

computational models. 

The main ML formalism used in this thesis requires discretization. There 

exist a large number of discretization algorithms and no single method fits all 

requirements. One method is equal frequency binning. It distributes values 

into a predefined number of bins in a way that each bin consists of the same 

number of values76,77. This method was used in Papers III and IV to discretize 

the gene expression data into three levels: under-expressed, no change, or 

over-expressed. To apply logistic regression and obtain weights for annotation 

tracks, it was necessary to categorize input data in Paper I. Thus, 14 chromatin 

states were converted into four main states. The remaining numerical and 

categorical features that overlapped a particular TF motif were assigned to 1, 

while nonoverlapped features were converted into 0. 

Feature selection 

In the context of the biological data, a usual problem is an overwhelming 

number of features needed to be handled by ML algorithms. The large number 

of features is not always beneficial to the study, especially where some of them 

do not carry any information relevant to the decision discrimination. Such 

uninformative features could be genes with low expression variance profiles 

between objects that introduce noise to the model. Another issue may occur 

when the proportion of features to samples is very big, leading to so-called ill-

defined problems82. In order to alleviate such problems, a number of 

approaches may be used. We can distinguish some simple statistical tests 

among the feature selection algorithms, such as the Pearson correlation 

coefficient or the χ2 test. The latter is based on the provided p value threshold 

and searches for the most significantly salient features for the considered 

decision classes. 

In the thesis two methods of feature selection were applied, namely Fast 

Correlation Based Filter (FCBF)83 and Monte Carlo Feature Selection 

(MCFS)83-85. The former selects features that are highly correlated to the 

decision class and lowly correlated with the other features. The level of 

correlation significance is assigned using the Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU) 

measure, which was designed using information theory, entropy, and 

information gain concepts86,87. Briefly, features correlated to the decision 
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above the SU threshold are selected. Then, the selected features are iteratively 

tested to verify if any other feature is more correlated to the tested feature than 

to the decision. Features that pass the test are removed from the list of relevant 

features and the remaining features are reported as the main findings. 

In contrast, the MCFS method uses the concept of decision trees to select 

features that best discriminate between decision classes based on their relative 

importance (RI). The MCFS algorithm can be described as follows for a given 

DT with d features and a small number of objects in relation to d. As a first 

step, s subsets are created by a random selection of m attributes from the d 

features (Figure 6). It is important that m is significantly lower than d. Next, 

each of the subsets is divided t times into a training and a test set. 

Subsequently, a tree-based classification is performed for each training set and 

then the classifier is evaluated on the corresponding test set. Finally, each tree 

is used to estimate the RI value of features. An essential component of RI 

computations is weighted accuracy (wAcc) expressed as: 

wAcc =
1

𝑐
∑

𝑛𝑗𝑗

𝑛𝑖1 + 𝑛𝑖2 + ⋯ + 𝑛𝑖𝑐
,

𝑐

𝑖=1

 

where 𝑐 is the number of classes in the classification problem of interest and 

𝑛𝑖𝑗 denotes the number of elements from class i classified to class j. Next, the 

RI of feature 𝑔𝑘  is determined as: 

RI𝑔𝑘
= ∑ wAcc𝜏

𝑢 ∑ GR (n𝑔𝑘
(τ)) (

no. in n𝑔𝑘
(τ)

no. in τ
)

ν

n𝑔𝑘
(τ)

s∙t

τ=1

. 

The formula consists of summation over s∙t trees, where wAcc𝜏 is weighted 

accuracy of the τ-th tree and GR (n𝑔𝑘
(τ)) is the gain ratio for node n𝑔𝑘

(). 

Further, (no. in n𝑔𝑘
(τ)) stands for the number of samples in node n𝑔𝑘

(τ), while 

(no. in τ) represents the number of samples in the root of the τ-th tree, and 𝑢 

and ν are constant values set to 1 by default. 
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Figure 6. Summary of the MCFS method. Figure reprinted with permission of Oxford 
University Press. 

The significance of MCFS results is validated using the permutation test84. In 

this procedure labels of the input objects are permuted and then the newly 

constructed dataset is used to obtain the maximum RI value. This procedure 

is repeated at least 20 times to generate a set of the maximum RIs and estimate 

a critical value using the one-side Student’s t test. Lastly, features with the 

non-permuted RI values higher than the critical value are considered as 

informative. 

The FCBF and MCFS approaches were applied in Papers III and IV to 

reduce the dimensionality of multiple data sets. 

Machine learning 

In this thesis we stress the importance of the statistical properties of the 

elements constituting ML-based models and of the entire models themselves. 

This is followed by the possibility of interpreting the models that seem to be 

particularly important in the context of knowledge discovery in complex 

domains such as biology and medicine. 

ML belongs to a group of computer algorithms that aim to identify common 

patterns across objects from the training data. Within ML techniques we can 

distinguish two major groups: unsupervised and supervised learning. 

Unsupervised learning approaches identify subgroups of objects based on the 

similarity of their values. The most popular unsupervised learning method is 

clustering. Among the clustering methods, a k-Means algorithm is the most 

commonly used. Briefly, in k-Means, objects are distributed into k clusters 

based on their distance to centres of clusters, known as centroids. The 

algorithm defines object positions by minimalizing the square distance 

between data points and centroids. In most clustering methods, the number of 

clusters is predefined by a user and consequently, created clusters may differ 

depending on input parameters88. In contrast, supervised learning algorithms 

use labeled data (See Data representation) to perform learning. Such a model 
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can be used to classify unseen data. In the following sections, two supervised 

learning methods, called regression and classification, are introduced. 

Supervised learning 

Regression 

Regression approaches are designed to model a relationship between a 

decision-associated variable known as a dependent variable or outcome and at 

least one feature, called an independent variable. One of the regression 

methods is logistic regression, which creates a model for the data with a binary 

outcome and multiple features 89. This method defines the strength of 

association between each feature and the outcome and this relationship is 

expressed as odds ratio (OR)90. For a case-control study, OR shows the ratio 

of the odds of exposure in a case group to the odds of exposure in a control 

group, where exposure is a predefined condition91. 

Logistic regression was used in Papers I and II to define annotation track 

weights. In the Papers we used the log of OR (logOR) to express the 

importance of the annotation tracks for identifying functional TF motifs and 

to select significant features (p value <0.05) that were combined into a motif 

functionality score. 

Classification 

The main aim of classification is to predict decisions for sets of unseen objects, 

i.e., test sets, based on a training set. In this thesis, a rule-based approach was 

used to perform classification in Papers III and IV. 

Rule-based classification 

A rule-based classification method applied in this thesis is derived from rough 

set theory introduced by Pawlak92. Rough sets aim to identify minimal subsets 

of features and their values, i.e., descriptors, that discern objects considering 

their decision classes93. This method analyses data expressed as a decision 

system that is DT with discrete entries. The rough set algorithm starts from 

defining sets of indiscernible objects in the context of their features, so-called 
equivalence classes. In rough set systems, it is assumed that objects in a given 

set can be associated with several decision classes. Next, the decision system 

is reduced by constructing a Boolean discernibility function for each object. 

Minimal sets of features, known as reducts, are obtained by simplifying the 

discernability function94. However, the problem of finding all possible reducts 

is NP-hard. Thus, an approximation is used to select reducts that are covered 

by a large enough fraction of objects for discerning decisions. The 

approximation of reducts may be performed using greedy or genetic 

algorithms, i.e., reducers95,96. Finally, RBM is defined as a set of legible IF-

THEN rules obtained by overlaying reducts over the input DT. More 

specifically, rules describe how descriptors jointly discern decisions. Each 
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rule consists of an IF part or a left-hand side (LHS) showing co-predictive 

descriptors and a THEN part or a right-hand side (RHS) corresponding to the 

decision class. For a detailed description of rough sets see Paper I and ref.93. 

Sample rules for case-control RBM are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. A sample rule set for case-control RBM was partially adapted from “A 
tutorial-based guide to the ROSETTA system: A Rough Set Toolkit for Analysis of 
Data” by Hvidsten, Torgeir R, 2010, Journal of Computer93. Discretization levels were 
marked as: u - under-expressed, n - no change and o - over-expressed. 

 

Several important properties of rules are defined by additional parameters, 

such as the rule support, accuracy and decision coverage. Support represents 

the number of objects that fulfill LHS of the rule (𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝐿𝐻𝑆(𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒)) or the 

number of objects that contribute to RHS of the rule (𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑅𝐻𝑆(𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒)). The 

rule accuracy represents the quality of classification and is expressed as: 

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦(𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒) =
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑅𝐻𝑆(𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒)

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝐿𝐻𝑆(𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒)
. 

The decision coverage shows a fraction of objects from a decision d that 

contributes to RHS or LHS of the rule: 
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𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑅𝐻𝑆(𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒) =
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑅𝐻𝑆(𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒)

𝑛𝑑
, 

𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐿𝐻𝑆(𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒) =
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝐿𝐻𝑆(𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒)

𝑛𝑑
, 

where 𝑛𝑑  stands for the total number of objects from a decision d. 

RBMs are interpretable and transparent compared to other popular 

classification methods, such as support vector machines or neural 

networks97,98. These RBM properties are crucial in the context of biological-

related problems, where the main aim is to understand the underlying 

mechanisms hidden in the data. C. Rudin99 showed that knowledge of features 

being interdependent and relevant for the decision is more important than the 

quality of classifiers. The author also shows that RBMs can achieve a similar 

quality of predictions to deep learners if the user possesses a sufficiently deep 

knowledge of the problem. In our experience, RBMs are indeed able to 

achieve a similar quality as other non-interpretable classifiers100. The ability 

to interpret and understand RBMs makes it a valuable tool to analyze complex 

omics data, where finding the most relevant descriptors and their 

combinations are highly needed. 

In Papers III and IV, we used RBMs implemented in the R.ROSETTA tool. 

R.ROSETTA constituted a part of this thesis and was implemented as a 

wrapper of ROSETTA101. 

Model evaluation 

Hold-out 

An essential aspect of classification methods is the independence of training 

and test sets. It means that non-overlapping subsets of objects should be used 

in all steps of creating and evaluating a model and this may prevent from 

making a biased model. Such an overfitted model shall have a better 

performance on the training data but poor classification properties for the 

unseen objects. 

The simplest method of creating subsets for classification is a hold-out 

approach, where input data are proportionally divided. Usually, the data are 

distributed into a training set with 2/3 of samples and a test set with 1/3 of 

samples. 

Cross-validation 

If only one input dataset is available, the approach to evaluation is a cross-

validation (CV) technique. The data set is divided into k equally sized subsets. 

Then, a model is trained on the k-1 subsets and tested on the remaining subset. 

These steps are repeated k times giving the technique the name of k-fold CV. 
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Classification metrics 

The quality of a classification model can be estimated using various metrics. 

Among others, a confusion matrix is the simplest and universal classification 

structure to measure the performance of a classifier (Figure 7a). In the case 

of classification problems with n classes, the confusion matrix is structured 

as a nn matrix, where rows and columns correspond to the actual and 

predicted classification. Based on the confusion matrix for n = 2 that 

corresponds to the classification model with positive and negative classes, 

we can define the following variables: FP, TP, true negative (TN) and false 

negative (FN). Here, TN describes objects classified correctly to the negative 

class; FN stands for objects classified incorrectly to the negative class; and 

TP and FP are as stated in section General statistical concepts. These four 

metrics are used to describe various model properties, such as the model 

sensitivity that represents the true positive rate (TPR). In other words, it is 

the fraction of TP from all positive objects and is expressed as: 

𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
. 

In contrast, specificity, otherwise called the true negative rate (TNR), is the 

ratio of TN, and it is calculated as: 

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
. 

(1 − 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦) is known as the false positive rate (FPR). Values of TPR 

plotted against FPR for all possible thresholds for classifying positive class in 

the interval [0,1] constitute a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve 

(Figure 7b-c). The ROC curve is a model diagnostic plot that shows how the 

model distinguishes TP from FP. The curve is used to calculate another 

classification metrics, i.e., the area under the ROC curve (AUC). Here, AUC 

of 1 indicates perfect classification, while AUC of 0.5 means that the model 

is equal to a random classifier. This model can be described using the accuracy 

value that represents the ratio of correctly classified objects: 

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
. 

For the classification model constructed using CV, the final model's 

measurements are averaged over all k-folds. 
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Figure 7. Schema of constructing a sample ROC curve: (a) the confusion matrix, (b) 
construction of the ROC curve, and (c) the ROC curve (dashed line). Figure adapted 
from Wikimedia Commons. 

Data visualization 

Visualization of the data is an essential part of the biological problem 

investigation. A simple bar plot can give a researcher an overview of how the 

data are distributed into the decision classes and becomes a starting point for 

choosing the proper methodology for the further steps. Thus, data 

visualization is a crucial step of data mining. 

In this thesis various visualization techniques were used to make the data 

and results easy to interpret. Among others, the data were represented by heat 

maps, bar plots, box plots, violin plots, and Venn diagrams. Papers I and II 

analyses were mainly performed using Python102, so the Matplotlib library103 

was applied to generate figures. The studies in Papers III and IV were 

implemented in the R language104 and most of the figures were created based 

on the ggplot2 package105. 

Network visualization 

One of the most commonly used visualization techniques of gene expression 

relationships is a gene co-expression network (GCEN)106. This network is 

represented as an undirected graph, where genes are shown as nodes and links 

between them represent relationships with an acceptable similarity level. The 

construction of GCEN has two main steps. First, expression profiles of genes 

in a dataset are compared pairwise to estimate their similarities. It is assumed 

that two expression profiles are similar if both genes are over- or under-

expressed across objects. The level of similarity can be calculated using 

various measurements, such as Pearson correlation coefficient, Mutual 

Information or Euclidian distance107. Second, similarity values of all gene 

pairs higher than a predefined threshold are selected and visualized as GCEN. 

Owing to the fact that the method of construction GCEN is based on 

unsupervised learning, split into decision-related networks cannot be visible. 

Thus, some genes can be found relevant for more than one decision class. 

In this thesis we focused on a network visualization approach for RBMs. 

In general, an individual IF-THEN rule is easy to follow. However, complex 
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RBMs may consist of numerous rules that together are difficult to interpret. 

To identify and visualize the most connected descriptors from IF-THEN rules, 

we used the concept of rule networks (RNs). RNs present interdependencies 

from the rules as nodes connected by edges, where nodes indicate descriptors 

and edges link two nodes that co-occur in the same rule (Figure 8). RNs 

visualized as a circular graph were introduced by Bornelöv et al. as the Ciruvis 

tool108. 

The method of creating RNs per decision class can be described as follows. 

For all rules in RBM, we identify pairs of descriptors. Then, we determine the 

strength of connection values between all pairs in the rule set from: 

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝑟) × 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦(𝑟)

𝑟∈𝑅(𝑥,𝑦)

, 

where x and y refer to two descriptors from the r rule. The ranking of 

descriptor pairs based on the connection values is made to prune RBM and 

select only the most connected descriptors. Here, to omit a “hairball” effect 

that is visible for dense networks, we use the top 10% of pairs. Next, we define 

their averaged connection, accuracy, support and decision coverage values for 

the pairs. We repeat this step for individual descriptors in the selected pairs. 

The averaged measurements are included in RN to describe nodes and edges. 

In particular, the node color represents a descriptor discretization level or 

mean accuracy. The node size indicates the mean support or decision coverage 

of the descriptor. The thickness of the node border is described by a number 

of rules associated with the descriptor. What is more, the connection value of 

the descriptor pairs is expressed as the intensity of the edge color and 

thickness. Finally, RN can be visualized. A sample RN is presented in Figure 

8. 
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Figure 8. A sample RN generated for the rule set presented in Table 1. RN was built 
from rules with accuracy  0.8. 

RN has a number of interesting properties, such as the ability to create 

subnetworks that correspond to decision classes. The creation of subnetworks 

helps to investigate differences between decisions and RN can be used to 

identify hubs of descriptors (Figure 9). Based on graph theory, a hub can be 

described as a node with a significantly greater number of edges (degrees) in 

comparison to other nodes in the same networks109. A hub can also be called 

a high-degree node. In Figure 9 gene PPOX is treated as a hub for the control 

subnetwork. The described above attributes enable to identify not only a 

particular feature characteristic for the decision, but also a specific value of 

the feature that can describe the subnetwork. In life sciences, such decision-

associated descriptors may be treated as potential biomarkers and be further 

validated experimentally. Figure 9 consists of many examples of such 

descriptors. For instance, COX2 is over-expressed for the autism subnetwork 

and no changed and under-expressed for the control subnetwork. 
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Figure 9. The autism-control RN from Paper IV. 

In Paper IV we presented a novel R package for RN visualization, called 

VisuNet. In contrast to Ciruvis, VisuNet has an interactive interface that 

enables changing the values of the RN parameters, switching among 

subnetworks, and inspecting interdependencies and descriptors in real mode. 

What is more, a personalized network can be saved as a high-quality image 

file or R-dependent object. 

VisuNet was used in Papers III and IV to characterize the most relevant 

interdependencies in the following applications: gene expression data from 

the case-control study of autism and a metabolomics study in T2D. In addition, 

VisuNet was applied in other projects and helped to establish several 

biological hypotheses100,110,111. 

Implementations 

Most bioinformatics projects are handled using one of two programming 

languages: R or Python. R is a language designed to support statistical 

computations and graphic construction. Python is an object-oriented, high-

level language that enables practical support of heavy computations and code 

parallelization. Both languages have a wide range of modules explicitly 

created for bioinformatics purposes, i.e., Bioconductor for R and Biopython 

for Python112. A funMotifs framework for functional annotation of TF motifs 

used in Papers I and II was mainly implemented in Python and its web 

interface was created with R Shiny113. As mentioned above R.ROSETTA and 

VisuNet were implemented in R and their online documentation was created 

using R Markdown and GitHub Pages. Moreover, an interactive interface for 

VisuNet was built using concepts of the Shiny app and Shiny Gadgets. 
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Reproducibility of results distinguishes high-quality studies from lower 

quality ones. This is especially important for any computational analysis that 

may be affected by mistakes at the coding level. Version control systems, such 

as GitHub simplify the process of project development and code verification. 

Here, the source code for all projects was deposited on GitHub. 
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Aims 

The main aim of the thesis was to uncover relevant patterns in complex health-

related problems using ML, statistics, and visualization approaches. The 

specific goals of this work were to: 
1. integrate multi-omics data to identify and functionally annotate 

regulatory regions; 

2. identify non-coding regulatory mutations and elements in cancer; 

3. improve an ML tool for creating interpretable classifiers; 

4. create a method for visualizing rule-based classifiers. 
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Methods and results 

Paper I 

Aims 

The main goal was to create a framework, called funMotifs, to identify 

functional TF motifs in a tissue-specific manner and prioritize non-coding 

variants. In addition, we aimed at comparing the developed tool with other 

existing annotation databases. 

Methods 

Firstly, we created a dataset of various annotation tracks by downloading 

multi-omics data, such as TF ChIP-seq, DNaseI-seq, CAGE, Repli-seq, 

chromatin states, HiC and RNA-seq, for a number of cell and tissue types3,114-

118. TFBSs were determined using TF ChIP-seq and DNaseI-seq data (Figure 

10). In order to define positions of TF motifs across the non-coding genome, 

we scanned TFBSs using PFMs of 519 TFs from the JASPAR database. 

Further, we integrated the annotation tracks for each TF motif by applying 

logistic regression. The logistic regression model was trained on two sets: i) 

active regulatory elements from Massive Parallel Report Assays (MPRA) 

experiments119-121 and ii) inactive regulatory elements that were delimited as 

proximal promoters of inactive genes (TPM < 1) in the cell lines matching the 

MPRA experiments. Subsequently, each annotation track was characterized 

by logOR from the logistic regression model that corresponded with the 

importance of the data type. Next, positive and significant logORs (p value < 

0.05) were used to estimate motif functionality score values as summarized 

weighted annotations in 15 tissue types. The functionality score described an 

activity level of the tissue-specific TF motif. 
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Figure 10. The funMotifs workflow for functional annotation of tissue-specific TF 
motifs. 

The information for TF motifs was stored in a PostgreSQL database. The TF 

motifs were indexed by their genomic coordinates using the integer-range 

method and distributed into separate tables by each chromosome. 

Furthermore, an individual tissue table was created to keep all TF motifs' 

annotation tracks and functional scores. By splitting the data into separate 

tables, we optimized database queries. In addition, a web-based interface for 

funMotifs was built using R and Shiny to enable access to the TF motifs. The 

interface design allowed to find overlapping TF motifs for an uploaded set of 

genomic coordinates or variants and provided annotations tracks and 

functionality scores for the motifs. An absolute change in the motif matching 

score between mutated and wild-type alleles was provided for given variants. 

The score value determined the effect of variants on TF motifs. 
We accessed several datasets storing human variants to test the annotation 

capability of the framework. Accordingly, human genomic variants were 

obtained from the 1000 Genome Project, GTEx data portal v7 and GWAS 

Catalogue122,123. Besides, we extracted variants in linkage disequilibrium to 

the GWAS variants (500 kb window and r2>0.8). The variants were annotated 

with their respective tissues using funMotifs. 
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Performances of the funMotifs framework were compared with two other 

annotation methods: RegulomeDB and HaploReg for GTEx variants124,125. 

Results 

The funMotifs framework characterized 85,459,976 motifs of 519 TFs that 

covered 14% of the human genome. Moreover, integrated annotations 

consisted of almost 15 million TF peaks from 18 cell lines and 6 million DHSs 

from 21 cell lines. The obtained logistic regression model uncovered that a TF 

peak matching its motif had the highest impact on the functionality score 

(logOR = 1.4). Furthermore, TSS and enhancer chromatin states had logOR 

of 0.91, which indicated the strong influence of these annotations in 

identifying active motifs. 

We defined functional TF motifs in 15 tissues. A TF motif was recognized 

as functional wherever it fulfilled the following conditions: a presence of DHS 

and a functionality score above a significant threshold or a presence of 

matching ChIP-seq TF peak. The threshold for the functional score was 

defined as 2.55 by considering the score distribution in the myeloid tissue that 

was described by the highest number of cell and tissue types. Across the 

tissues, we identified nearly 1,7 million functional motifs. The most abundant 

functional motifs were the following TFs: KLF5, FOS::JUN and CTCF. 

Among them the CTCF motif was overrepresented in almost all tissues. The 

majority of functional motifs were associated with one (52.6%) or two (16%) 

tissues and only 1.5% of the motifs were common in all tissue types. 

The functional annotation was performed on sequence variants from 

several sources. Here, a variant was recognized as potentially functional 

wherever it overlapped a functional motif and its change in the motif matching 

score was no less than 0.3. We benchmarked three annotation tools: funMotifs, 

HaploReg and RegulomeDB that identified 5,375, 1,972 and 1,503 functional 

variants within GTEx variants, respectively. Only 84 functional variants were 

shared by all three tools. Besides, among 84 million variants from the 1000 

Genome Project only 350,646 had a potentially functional effect. What is 

more, 73.5% of them were classified as rare variants with a minor allele 

frequency below 0.01. About 7% were associated with positions 14 or 15 of 

the CTCF motif. Lastly, 1,083 functional variants were characterized within 

GWAS variants and were mainly linked with myeloid, blood and liver tissues. 

Many selected GWAS variants were previously reported as impacting the 

regulation of genes in specific phenotypes. 
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Paper II 

Aims 

Our primary goal was to characterize noncoding mutations from 37 cancer types. 

Further, we aimed at investigating potentially functional regulatory elements. 

Methods 

A set of 25,277,342 non-coding somatic mutations was obtained from 2,515 

samples collected in the PCAWG project. Each sample contained less than 

100,000 mutations to avoid hypermutated samples and somatic mutations 

detected by at least two mutation calling pipelines. 

We started by generating 100 simulated sets based on the list of observed 

somatic mutations. Each mutation was moved to a random position within a 

50 kb window and 50 bp away from the shuffled mutation position to keep a 

similar mutation rate across genomic regions. Besides, a trinucleotide context 

of observed mutations was preserved for randomized mutations. Additionally, 

we included three simulated sets introduced by Rheinbay et al.11 

The observed and simulated sets of mutations were annotated to TF motifs 

applying the funMotifs framework (Figure 11). Importantly, the mutations 

were annotated using tissues related to tumor types. Next, the mutations from 

both sets were distributed into 44 cohorts, where 29 were tumor type-specific 

and the remaining 15 consisted of combinations of tumor types. 

For each cohort we defined mutated genomic elements by merging the 

mutated motifs observed within 200 bp. Subsequently, we estimated empirical 

p values of the mutated elements by comparing their functionality scores to 

distributions of the simulated element scores within a 50 kb window. Elements 

with significant functional scores (p value < 0.05) were selected and then 

validated by applying an ActiveDriverWGS tool126 that tested the mutational 

burden of mutated elements. The final set of regulatory elements 

(ActiveDriver FDR < 0.05) was defined. 

In the next step, we identified regulatory mutations within the regulatory 

elements. We assumed that regulatory mutations changed their motif 

matching scores by at least 0.3 and overlapped either a matching ChIP-seq TF 

peak or DHS. All regulatory elements with no regulatory mutations were 

removed from the analysis. Then, the remaining elements were extended to 

200 bp and intersected with the entire set of observed mutations. 

We performed a mutational signature analysis using mutational signatures 

provided for single base substitutions (SBSs) and doublet base substitutions 

(DBSs) by the PCAWG-7 group (Synapse:syn11738306). Next, we 

investigated differences in the contribution of mutational signatures between 

the regulatory mutations and the remaining somatic mutations for each cancer 

type. In addition, a similarity level was measured between mutational profiles 
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of the regulatory mutations and the COSMIC-provided signatures using a 

cosine similarity score based on the MutationalPatterns R package44. 

Significantly mutated TF motifs were distinguished using the empirical p 

value. P values were defined by comparing frequencies of the regulatory and 

simulated mutations associated with the specific TF motif. To balance 

mutation numbers from the simulated and observed sets, we considered only 

simulated mutations that fulfilled the conditions defined for the regulatory 

mutations. The procedure described above was replicated to determine 

significantly mutated positions within each TF motif. 

A Pan-Cancer set of regulatory elements was obtained by merging the 

elements presented in more than two samples across all cohorts except 

lymphoma and melanoma. In order to assign genes to all Pan-Cancer 

elements, we scanned a window of 2 kb around the element positions. If no 

gene could be identified in the window of interest, the first upstream or 

downstream gene was combined with the element. Further, the differences in 

gene expression levels between samples with and without mutations for all 

genes were evaluated using the t test. PCAWG provided normalized gene 

expression counts. In addition, we considered the impact of CNVs on gene 

expression by removing samples with mutations overlaying copy number 

segments. The significance of t values was evaluated by comparing them to a 

background distribution of t values that was constructed through 100,000-

times randomization of the gene expression values. In the last step, an 

empirical p value was obtained for each gene by comparing its observed t 
value to the background distribution per tissue. 

Pathway enrichment analysis was performed for the Kyoto Encyclopedia 

of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways127. The enrichment of genes in each 

pathway was evaluated using the hypergeometric test. Obtained p values were 

adjusted using the Benjamini–Hochberg method. 
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Figure 11. The pipeline to identify regulatory mutations and mutated elements.  
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Results 

The methodology applied to the non-coding mutations from the PCAWG 

project enabled the identification of 5,749 recurrent regulatory elements with 

178,978 mutations. Among them, 11,962 mutations were recognized as 

regulatory and overlapped 28,292 potentially functional motifs. Moreover, an 

average of six regulatory mutations per tumor sample were defined and 5.5% 

of samples included at least 20 regulatory mutations. In addition, 27.3% of the 

regulatory mutations were presented in TSS or enhancer chromatin states. 

Among all analyzed TF motifs, the most commonly mutated was CTCF. A 

mutational profile of the CTCF-associated regulatory mutations in 

gastrointestinal cancers showed the overrepresentation of SBS17b signature, 

which agreed with the previous studies128,129. Also, position nine of the CTCF 

motif was frequently mutated and associated with the C[T>G]N mutational 

context that also pointed to SBS17b. We examined positions five and six that 

defined a CpG site within the CEBPB motif as the most significantly enriched 

positions among all TFs excluding CTCF. In addition, C>T and G>A 

mutations characteristic for signature SBS1 were the most frequent on 

positions five and six, respectively. Methylated CG dinucleotides within the 

active CEBPB motifs showed a lower mutation rate than flanking methylated 

CG nucleotides. 

The TERT promoter was recognized as the most mutated element and had 

the highest functionality score. This element was mutated in 35 tumor 

samples. Furthermore, we discovered various frequently mutated elements in 

introns of the CSF2RA, GALNTL6, CRISP1 and FGF12 genes. CSF2RA and 

FGF12 participated in KEGG Pathways in cancer (KEGG ID: hsa05200). 

Besides, the SOCS1 oncogene had several repeatedly mutated elements in the 

promoter, 5’ UTR and the first intron. Additionally, we found multiple 

recurrent elements in proximity to TRIB2, MED2 and DCS3, and there were 

significant changes in their expression levels between the mutated and wild-

type samples. 

We identified 362 genes that were enriched with mutations in more than 

nine samples. Many of these genes have been reported as cancer-associated, 
including TERT, CTNNA3 and LRP1B. Further, the pathway enrichment 

analysis showed an overrepresentation of cancer-related pathways, such as 

KEGG Pathways in cancer, PI3K-Akt, Rap1 and cAMP. Regulatory 

mutations in KEGG Pathways in cancer were presented in 19,5% of samples 

and it was the most enriched pathway. 
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Paper III 

Aims 

In Paper III we aimed at implementing a rule-based classification tool as the 

R.ROSETTA R package. Here, we introduced several functionalities to the 

package and tested them using synthetic and transcriptomics data. The final 

goal of the project was benchmarking R.ROSETTA against other R packages 

allowing for interpretable ML. 

Methods 

We developed the R.ROSETTA package as an R wrapper of the ROSETTA 

legacy software. In order to improve the original implementation of the tool, 

we added novel functionalities to R.ROSETTA, such as undersampling, 

estimating p values for rules, normalizing predictions for external data, 

visualizing model and uncovering support sets from rules (Figure 12). 

Additionally, a possibility of creating synthetic datasets was included in the 

package and applied to test its performance. 

We downloaded gene expression data for 82 young males with autism and 

64 healthy individuals from the Gene Expression Omnibus repository 

(GSE25507)130,131. Levels of gene expression were determined using 

expression microarrays. Thus, it was needed to perform data normalization 

with the RMA method. In addition, we corrected the dataset for an age effect 

and reduced a feature space with the FCBF algorithm. Further, the 

R.ROSETTA package was applied to discretize the data into three levels by the 

equal frequency binning algorithm and produced RBMs using the Genetic and 

Johnson reducer methods.  

The autism-control dataset was used to compare properties of R.ROSETTA 

with other rule-based approaches created in R, i.e., C50, RoughSets and 

RWeka132-134. 
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Figure 12. The summary of R.ROSETTA functionalities. 

Results 

We started by testing the novel functionalities of the R.ROSETTA package on 

the synthetic data. Then, a set of experiments was performed on DTs that 

differed with respect to the number of objects, features and proportions of 

objects belonging to each decision class. In general, we observed that 

increasing the number of features did not impact a model quality, while adding 

more objects improved and stabilized the performance of a model. Lastly, the 

results showed that an uneven distribution of decision classes exacerbated 

model accuracy and undersampling removed a negative impact of the skewed 

data. 

The autism-control dataset consisted of 54,678 genes that were reduced to 

35 genes using the FCBF method. RBMs created for the dataset achieved 

accuracy values of 80% for the Johnson reducer and 90% for the Genetic 

reducer. The models were constructed using 10-fold CV and their statistical 

significance was evaluated with the permutation test. In comparison to the 

Johnson reducer, the Genetic algorithm produced the model with better 

performances and a notably larger number of insignificant rules (p value < 

0.05). 

We compared R.ROSETTA with other methods for rule-based classification 

implemented in R. R.ROSETTA produced more rules than all the other 

methods and reached one of the highest quality measures, i.e., accuracy and 

AUC. Finally, R.ROSETTA provided more statistical parameters to describe 

models than other tested rule-based methods. 
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Paper IV 

Aims 

The aim of Paper IV was to create a network visualization method of RBMs 

that simplifies the process of identifying and interpreting the most relevant 

model descriptors and their combinations. The approach was implemented as 

an R package called VisuNet to make it accessible and compatible with any 

rule-based classification algorithm. Here, in particular, the R.ROSETTA 

package was applied. Finally, we presented several applications for VisuNet. 

Methods 

The RN construction method, described in the Network visualization section, 

was implemented into the VisuNet R package. In addition, an interactive 

interface for VisuNet was designed with the Shiny and Shiny Gadgets packages 

(Figure 13). 
We demonstrated the properties of VisuNet using several applications and 

by comparing rough set-based models with association rule-based models 

(ARBMs)135. Notably, the general workflow for all tested datasets enclosed 

the following steps: data preprocessing, RBM generation using R.ROSETTA, 

and RN construction using VisuNet. We started from an investigation of co-

predictive descriptors with pre-defined interdependency levels in 121 

simulated DTs generated by Bornelöv et al.108 The simulated datasets were 

designed to imitate behaviors observed in biological systems. Specifically, 

features that introduce noise and interacting features. Thus, each dataset 

contained 1000 objects and 15 features of two types, i.e., five single features 

correlated to the decision (SFCD) and five pairs of features jointly co-

predictive to the decision (CPFD). The individual dataset included features 

with unique combinations of a maximum correlation value (X, 0  X  1) for 

SFCD and a maximum probability (Y, 0  Y  1) for CPFD. Decision and 

feature values were expressed as binary variables. We obtained 121 RBMs 

from the simulated data and then visualized them with VisuNet. Since feature 

values were binary, the blue color of nodes indicated 0 and the grey color was 

assigned to 1. We then demonstrated the flexibility of VisuNet tool by 

visualizing ARBM 136 from the simulated set for X=0.6 and Y=0.8. 
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Figure 13. (a) The VisuNet algorithm to create and customize RNs. (b) The interface 
of VisuNet. 

To evaluate VisuNet on the real-life data, we used the autism-control 

dataset. The dataset and preprocessing steps performed to create RBM were 

described in the Method section of Paper III. Features presented on VisuNet 

RN were intersected with the gene set from the SFARI Gene database (v. 3.0) 
to reveal autism-associated genes. Additionally, Gene Ontology (GO) 

enrichment analysis was performed137,138. 

Finally, metabolomics data for 220 T2D samples and 668 controls from the 

Uppsala Longitudinal Study on Adult Men (ULSAM) were obtained using 

LC-MS139. The final dataset comprised 207 metabolites. The preprocessing 

steps for the data included filtration and batch effect correction. Afterward, 

we applied the MCFS method and reduced the dataset to 18 metabolites. RBM 

was built from the data discretized into three levels using the equal frequency 

binning method and then visualized. 
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Results 

Among VisuNet networks for the simulated datasets, we observed an 

overrepresentation of SFCD that shadowed CPFD. Interestingly, RNs for X  

0.8 comprised a single node, which suggested a strong effect of SFCD and 

their correlation values. Overall, this behavior of the simulated data agreed 

with the R.ROSETTA design and prioritized the most predictive features in the 

models. In order to remove the masking effect of SFCD, we excluded features 

with the strongest correlation from RBM constructed for X = 0.2 and Y = 0.2. 

As a result, the RBM quality was low and its minimum accuracy for rules was 

0.5. A newly produced network uncovered the strongest connection between 

a pair of CPFD and confirmed the VisuNet ability to characterize the strongest 

interdependencies based on RBMs. 

RN constructed from ARBM substantially differed from the R.ROSETTA-

based network, as these two algorithms followed varying assumptions. 

Nevertheless, the connection between the strongest CPFD was among the 

topmost connected nodes on the ARBM network. 

The model for the control-case study of autism achieved 80% accuracy. 

Moreover, created RN showed a clear separation between decision classes. 

Overall, the autism-related subnetwork presented more complex and more 

robust interdependencies between nodes and significantly higher accuracy and 

support values for nodes (p value < 0.05) than the control class. By 

incorporating the Gene SFARI database, we managed to identify several genes 

(NCKAP5L, COX2, TSPOAP1 and antisense of TMLHE) previously linked 

with autism. Further, the interdependency between COX2 and MAP7 was the 

strongest in the autism subnetwork. The previous studies reported that COX2 

was involved in regulating anxiety behavior in mouse models140, while MAP7 

was essential for axon growth and branch formation during embryonic brain 

development141. Thus, the connection between these genes may provide a 

hypothesis on a relationship between embryonic development events and 

anxiety behavior in autism. 

The last application on the metabolomics data for T2D resulted in the 

model with 955 rules and 65% accuracy. The network uncovered several 

decision-related interdependencies. Among others, high levels of the pool of 
bile acids combined with low levels of phosphatidylcholine were visible in 

T2D, while the combination of these metabolites on opposite levels was 

essential within the control subnetwork. 
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Discussion and concluding remarks 

Biological processes associated with the development and progression of 

complex diseases do not depend on a single factor. Hence, the exploration of 

combinations of biological descriptors is crucial to understanding diseases. In 

this thesis we introduced and applied several tools supporting a process of 

identification and interpretation of interdependences within multi-omics 

datasets from various complex diseases. In individual Papers we focused on 

different data types and diseases. 

In Paper I we developed the funMotifs framework to identify and describe 

functional TF motifs by integrating multi-omics data for 519 TFs. By using 

available chromatin-based information, we were able to describe less than 1% 

of the genome. The sensitivity of the method may be improved by 

incorporating more cell and tissue types from the latest release of the 

ENCODE and other databases. However, high tissue specificity of the 

examined TF motifs indicated the importance of using relevant cell and tissue 

types for phenotypes of interest. 

In Paper II we created a map of regulatory mutations and elements across 

37 cancer types based on the catalog of noncoding mutations from the 

PCAWG consortium and the funMotifs framework. The overview of 

mutational signatures showed that characteristic mutational processes, such as 

exposure to UV radiation in melanomas, had a significantly lower contribution 

in regulatory mutations than in the other mutations. We identified several 

cancer-associated genes that had mutations in their regulatory elements. Some 

of them were differentially expressed between samples with and without 

mutations. Due to the small number of available expression data, we were not 

able to present a full spectrum of expression regulation under the mutation 

control for all cancer types. However, based on our findings we assume that 

non-coding mutations play an important role in gene expression regulation in 

cancer. Furthermore, the integration of regulatory mutations from various 

cancer types led to identifying recurrent elements common for some cancers. 

Consequently, by using our statistical approach, we identified common 

patterns within cancers that cannot be described by analyzing individual types. 

In Paper III we introduced the R.ROSETTA R package that produced 

interpretable RBMs. Wrapping the ROSETTA software in the R environment 

made it more accessible for users and simplified constructing RBMs. The 

addition of novel functionalities improved control over the resulting models 

and supported a process of results interpretation. For instance, models with 
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many rules can be simplified by filtration of significant rules based on their p 

value. The added properties made the R.ROSETTA tool suitable for 

bioinformatics studies on big data. 

Identification of the most relevant interdependencies from a large set of 

rules may be problematic. The VisuNet package developed in Paper IV 

supported RBM interpretation by displaying the most significant 

interdependencies as RN. Consequently, we were able to find potential 

biomarkers for the examined problems. For instance, the RN presented for the 

autism-control dataset showed links between autism-associated genes, which 

may suggest novel regulatory mechanisms. Such findings are reasonable 

starting points for the further exploration of hypotheses and their experimental 

confirmation. VisuNet introduces a new way of looking at networks. 

All tools introduced in the thesis are versatile. The funMotifs framework 

can be updated to account for a new release of databases or a set of TF models. 

Moreover, the R.ROSETTA and VisuNet packages are applicable to any 

problem expressed as DT and their area of expertise is not limited to complex 

diseases or even biology. The presented functionalities of the packages are 

easily modified or updated according to user needs. In the case of VisuNet, 

network structure properties are adaptable, e.g., the color or shape of nodes. 

All tools are publicly available on GitHub. 

This thesis showed different ML applications for data integration by 

logistic regression and identification of interdependent features by rule-based 

classification. The presented findings confirmed that the interpretability of 

created models is an essential aspect of ML. Although our analyses were 

limited to three examples of complex diseases, the methods can be extended 

to other complex health-related problems. 
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Sammanfattning på svenska 

Komplexa sjukdomar är en grupp sjukdomar som orsakas av genetiska, 

miljömässiga såsom livsstilsrelaterade faktorer, till exempel kost eller fysisk 

aktivitet. Bland de komplexa sjukdomarna finns bl.a. cancer, autism eller 

diabetes typ 2. Enligt Världshälsoorganisationen (WHO) har 19,3 miljoner 

nya cancerfall och 10 miljoner cancerrelaterade dödsfall rapporterats under 

2020. Däremot, när det gäller autism, uppskattar WHO att i genomsnitt ett 

barn av 160 befinner sig i spektrumet. Enligt 2019 års statistik har 1,5 miljoner 

människor dött av diabetes. Dessutom uppskattas att cirka 90% av fallen är 

diabetes typ 2. Denna sjukdom kännetecknas av insulinresistens och felaktig 

blodsockersreglering, vilket skadar många organ, såsom hjärta, lever, njurar 

etc. Tack vare snabb utveckling av experimentella metoder som möjliggör 

insamling av stora uppsättningar biologisk data, har vi möjlighet att studera 

komplicerade problem som komplexa sjukdomar. Korrekta dataanalyser 

tillåter förståelse av de biologiska mekanismerna som definierar sjukdomen. 

Av ovannämnda skäl har huvudmålet med arbetet varit att bygga verktyg, som 

möjliggör identifiering och visualisering bland givna särdrag och deras 

kombinationer, som är viktiga för undersökning av det biologiska problemet. 

Verktygen är baserade på tolkningsbar maskininlärning, statistik och 

nätverksbaserade visualiseringsmetoder. 

När gener uttrycks, blir informationen i deoxiribonukleinsyran (DNA), 

specifikt i en gen, tolkad, översatt och använd för att producera proteiner. 

Reglering av genuttryck är en process i flera steg och beror på många faktorer. 

En viktig del i justeringen av genuttryck är regulatoriska sekvenser som känns 

igen av en speciell typ av proteiner som kallas transkriptionsfaktorer. 

Transkriptionsfaktorer känner igen och fäster sig till motiv dvs karakteristiska 

fragment av regulatoriska element. Det finns flera typer av regulatoriska 

sekvenser som antingen förstärker eller försvaga genuttryck. Funktionen av 

regulatoriska sekvenser kan störas av somatiska mutationer, det vill säga icke-

ärftliga förändringar i DNA-sekvensen. Mutationer kan uppstå på grund av 

yttre faktorer, t.ex. ultraviolett strålning eller interna faktorer, t.ex. felaktig 

kopiering av DNA -sekvensen. I den första delen av detta arbete fokuserade 

jag på skapandet av funMotifs -verktyget, som syftar till att karakterisera 

transkriptionsfaktormotiv med hjälp av genomiska data från olika experiment 

och databaser, t.ex. ENCODE, RoadMap Epigenomics eller FANTOM. Varje 

motiv beskrevs med ett funktionellt mått som anger om motivet har en 

potentiell effekt för att reglera genuttryck i förhållande till 15 olika 
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vävnadstyper. Funktionsmåttet uppskattades med hjälp av koefficienter 

härledda från logistisk regression, som bestämmer graden av betydelse för 

varje typ av genomisk data. 

Därefter användes funMotifs för att kartlägga regulatoriska mutationer och 

signifikant muterade regulatoriska sekvenser med mutationsnivåer betydligt 

högre än i sekvenser i närheten. Somatiska mutationer erhållna genom Pan 

Cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes (PCAWG) från över 2,500 prover för 37 

typer av cancer användes för att skapa kartan. FunMotifs -verktyget 

identifierade 5,749 signifikant muterade regleringssekvenser som innehåller 

nästan 12,000 regulatoriska mutationer. Dessutom hittades flera gener med ett 

signifikant förändrat uttrycksvärde som MED1, TRIB2 och DSC3 i närheten 

av utvalda regleringssekvenser. 

Syftet med den andra delen av arbetet var att bygga verktyg som möjliggör 

skapande och visualisering av modeller baserade på tolkningsbart 

maskininlärning. Som en del av arbetet skapades ett paket på R -språket som 

heter R.ROSETTA, och tilllåter uppbygget av regelklassificerare. 

Regelbaserade system består av tydliga regler med IF-THEN-formeln, som 

indikerar kombinationer av särdrag och deras värde, t.ex. gener och deras 

uttrycksnivå, potentiellt viktiga för den aktuella sjukdomen. Verktyget är 

baserat på ROSETTA-verktyget, som har utbyggds med ytterligare funktioner 

som klassbalansering och beräkning av p-värden för regler etc. 

Regelbaserade system kännetecknas av läsbarhet och möjlighet till enkel 

tolkning. Stora modeller med många regler kan dock vara svåra att tolka. Det 

är därför VisuNet-verktyget skapades och möjliggör konstruktion av 

interaktiva regelbaserade nätverk. Noderna i nätverket motsvarar särdragen i 

regeln, och deras färg motsvarar särdragens värde. En anslutning mellan noder 

(eng. Edge) uppstår när två funktioner förekommer i en regel. VisuNet 

möjliggör identifiering av särdragskombinationer och deras värden som är 

viktiga för det problem som studeras. De valda särdragen kan sedan verifieras 

experimentellt. VisuNet och R.ROSETTA användes för att skapa modeller 

baserade på t.ex. genuttrycksdata från patienter med autismspektrumtillstånd 

och metaboliska data för patienter med typ 2 -diabetes. 

I den presenterade studien visade vi värdet i igenkännandet av 

särdragskombinationer som beskriver biologiska problem. De metoder som vi 

har lyckats skapa möjliggör en bättre förståelse av komplexa sjukdomar. 
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Streszczenie po polsku 

Choroby wieloczynnikowe to grupa chorób wywołanych przez czynniki 

genetyczne, środowiskowe, ale również te związane ze stylem życia, jak np. 

dieta lub poziom aktywności fizycznej. Wśród chorób wieloczynnikowe 

wyróżnić można m.in. nowotwory, autyzm lub cukrzycę typu 2. Według 

Światowej Organizacji Zdrowia (WHO) w 2020 zaraportowano 19,3 miliona 

nowych przypadków nowotworów i 10 milionów zgonów związanych z 

nowotworami. Z kolei w przypadku autyzmu, WHO szacuje, że średnio jedno 

na 160 dzieci jest w spektrum. Według statystyk z 2019, 1,5 miliona osób 

zmarło z powodu cukrzycy. Ponadto, szacuje się, że około 90% przypadków 

cukrzycy to cukrzyca typu 2. Choroba ta charakteryzuje się 

insulinoopornością i nieprawidłowym regulowaniem poziomu cukru we krwi, 

co prowadzi do uszkodzenia licznych organów, jak serce, wątroba, nerki, itd. 

Dzięki szybkiemu rozwojowi eksperymentalnych metod, pozwalających na 

gromadzenie dużych zbiorów danych biologicznych, mamy możliwość 

badania skomplikowanych problemów, takich jak choroby wieloczynnikowe. 

Prawidłowa analiza danych pozwala na zrozumienie biologicznych 

mechanizmów definiujących chorobę. Z tego powodu głównym celem tej 

pracy było zbudowanie narzędzi umożliwiających identyfikację i wizualizację 

wśród danych cech i ich kombinacji, które są istotne dla rozpatrywanego 

biologicznego problemu. Narzędzia oparte zostały o interpretowalne uczenie 

maszynowe, statystykę oraz metody wizualizacji za pomocą sieci. 

Podczas ekspresji genów informacja zakodowana w kwasie 

deoksyrybonukleinowym (DNA), a konkretnie w genie, zostaje odczytana, 

przetłumaczona i wykorzystana do produkcji białek. Regulacja ekspresji 

genów to proces wieloetapowy i zależny od wielu czynników. Ważnym 

elementem regulacji ekspresji genów są sekwencje regulatorowe, które są 

rozpoznawane przez specjalny rodzaj białek nazwany czynnikami 

transkrypcyjnymi. Czynniki transkrypcyjne rozpoznają i łączą się z 

motywami, czyli charakterystycznymi fragmentami sekwencji 

regulatorowych. Istnieje kilka rodzajów sekwencji regulatorowych, które 

wzmacniające lub hamują ekspresje genów. Działanie sekwencji 

regulatorowych może zostać zaburzone przez wystąpienie w nim mutacji 

somatycznych, czyli niedziedziczonych zmian w sekwencji DNA. Mutacje 

mogą pojawić pod wpływem czynników zewnętrznych, np. promieniowania 

ultrafioletowego lub wewnętrznych, np. błędnego powielenia sekwencji 

DNA. W pierwszej części niniejszej pracy skupiłam się na stworzeniu 
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narzędzia funMotifs, którego celem jest charakteryzacja motywów czynników 

transkrypcyjnych za pomocą genomicznych danych pochodzących z różnych 

eksperymentów i baz danych, to jest ENCODE, RoadMap Epigenomics czy 

FANTOM. Każdy z motywów został opisany za pomocą funkcjonalnej miary 

określającej czy motyw ma potencjalny wpływ na regulację ekspresji genów 

w odniesieniu do 15 różnych rodzajów tkanek. Miara funkcjonalności została 

oszacowana za pomocą współczynników pochodzących z regresji 

logistycznej, które określają poziom ważności poszczególnych rodzajów 

danych genomicznych.  

Następnie funMotifs został wykorzystany do stworzenia mapy mutacji 

regulatorowych i istotnie zmutowanych sekwencji regulatorowych, których 

poziom mutacji jest znacznie wyższy niż w sekwencjach znajdujących się w 

bliskim otoczeniu. Do stworzenia mapy posłużyły mutacje somatyczne 

uzyskane przez konsorcjum Pan Cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes 

(PCAWG) z ponad 2500 próbek dla 37 rodzajów nowotworów. Narzędzie 

funMotifs zidentyfikowało 5749 istotnie zmutowanych sekwencji 

regulatorowych zawierających prawie 12000 mutacji regulatorowych. 

Ponadto, wykryto kilka genów, takich jak MED1, TRIB2 i DSC3, w bliskim 

otoczeniu wybranych sekwencji regulatorowych o istotnie zmienionej 

wartości ekspresji. 

Celem drugiej części pracy było zbudowanie narzędzi umożliwiających 

tworzenie i wizualizację modeli opartych o interpretowalne uczenie 

maszynowe. W ramach pracy stworzony został pakiet w języku R o nazwie 

R.ROSETTA, który pozwala na budowanie klasyfikatorów regułowych. 

Systemy regułowe składają się z czytelnych reguł o formule IF-THEN, które 

wskazują na kombinacje cech i ich wartość, np. genów i poziomu ich 

ekspresji, potencjalnie istotnych dla rozpatrywanej choroby. Narzędzie bazuje 

na narzędziu ROSETTA, które zostało rozbudowane o dodatkowe 

funkcjonalności takie jak balansowanie klas, obliczeni p wartości dla reguł, 

itd. 

Systemy regułowe charakteryzują się czytelnością i możliwością łatwej 

interpretacji. Jednakże w przypadku dużych modeli, posiadających wiele 

reguł ich interpretacja może być trudna. Dlatego stworzone zostało narzędzie 

VisuNet, które umożliwia konstrukcję interaktywnych sieci regułowych. 

Węzły w sieci odpowiadają cechom w regule, natomiast ich kolor odpowiada 

wartości cechy. Połącznie pomiędzy węzłami powstaje, jeżeli dwie cechy 

wystąpiły w jednej regule. VisuNet umożliwia identyfikacje kombinacji cech 

i ich wartości, które są ważne dla badanego problemu. Wybrane cechy mogą 

zostać następnie eksperymentalnie zweryfikowane. VisuNet i R.ROSETTA 

zostały wykorzystane do stworzenie modeli bazujących na m.in. danych z 

ekspresji genów pochodzących od pacjentów w spektrum autyzmu i 

metabolicznych danych dla pacjentów z cukrzycą typu 2. 

W przedstawionej pracy wykazaliśmy zasadność rozpoznania kombinacji 

cech opisujących biologiczne problemy. Metody, które udało nam się 

stworzyć pozwalają na lepsze zrozumienie chorób wieloczynnikowych. 
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